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Answers    Unit 2-13     long /oo/ sound         3rd Edition 
    
1 Missing Words 
a. kangaroo moon 
b. move school 
c. knew true  
d. Who broom  
 
2 Dictionary Skills 
moon move  school shoe soon spoon 
 
3 Rhyming Words 
blew: blue two too who shoe true to 
grew flew kangaroo USA knew new 
(12). 
(Aust) emu: /yoo/ knew new  
 
4 Vowel Sounds - long /oo/ sound  
oo: school, soon, too, moon, noon, 
broom, spoon, kangaroo  
ew: blew, grew, flew  
(USA blew, grew, flew, knew, new) 
ue: blue, true  
others: move, two, who, shoe, to, 
(Aust) /yoo/ knew, new    
 
5 Word Study  
a. clubroom - broom 
b. mineworker - new 
c. artwork - two 
d. removed - move  
 
6 Words that sound the same 
a. When I was going (to) the football, 
the wind (blew) my hat off. 
b. I (knew) that I ate (too) much bread 
for lunch. 
c. Which one of these (two) boys has a 
(new) bike? 
 
7 Word Chains 
sort  sore  more  move 
plot  slot  shot  shoe 
slow  glow  grow  grew 
 
8 Blends  
'sp'  spell, spelling, speak, sport, 
spider, spice, space, spear, spin, spot, 
splash, spill and so on 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
9 Compound Words 
horseshoe 
moonlight 
schoolroom 
afternoon  
broomstick  
teaspoon 
 
10 Nouns 
Six list words of nine: 
school blue two moon shoe noon 
broom spoon kangaroo 
 
11 Understanding Verbs 
a. blow - blew  b. know - knew 
c. fly - flew   d. grow - grew  
  
12 Changing Words 
a. know - knew  
b. noun -noon     
c. more - move  
d. show - shoe  
e. now - new  
f. spook - spoon  
g. tree - true    
h. glue - blue  
i. no - to    
j. bloom - broom  
k. flea - flew    
l. grow - grew  
m. too - two    
n. moon - soon  
o. moan - moon 
p.  brew - blew  
 
13. Word Starters and Word Endings 
move:  mover moved unmoved 
movement moveable movable 
immovable remove removal  
new: news newsy newest newly renew 
renewed renewable renewal  
true:  untrue truly truest   
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